
 
 

 
“There was in this village several years ago a miserable pauper who, from his 

birth, was afflicted with a leprosy, as far as we are aware of a singular 
kind, since it affected only the palms of his hands and the soles of his 

feet.… Good women, who love to account for every defect in children by the 
doctrine of longing, said that his mother felt a violent propensity for  

  
which she was unable to gratify; and that the black rough scurf on his hands 

and feet were the shells of that filth.” 
 

Gilbert White, Letter XXXVII to Daines Barrington, January 8th, 1778,  
in The Natural History of Selborne (London:  B. White & Son, 1789). 

 
“And doesn’t the finger that dreams as it strokes the intimate mother-of-

pearl surface surpass our human, our all too human dreams?” 
 

Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, trans. Marie Jolas  
(NY: Orion Press, 1964), 115, quoted by GEH. 

 

 Vitellius’   propensity 
  

 

Cleopatra caters the costliest cuisine, .  

Vitellius,   flesh, wages war 

supported by his mother’s single gem, caught in the meaty 

mantle, coated with nacre.   



 Only a lover could attribute worth to  

  luster born-of-a-wound. 

 

 Scars-of-the-sea  

;  growth, mothered 

by , Vitellius . 

 opera,  presuming to 

exorcise  secret little inner song.  Screw-borer, boring 

sponge, Vitellius, consumed by this misplaced , 

   perilous phrases, fantasizes a parasitic 

slipping through gills, that gradually procures  

. . 

 

What’s embedded in the flesh is hinged to history.  Misled 

by  fears, caught in beds of  

, Vitellius certainly had  

,  embedded in the memory.  He  in a 

swoon.  sucked clean, smothered or leeched, tunneled 



through like honeycomb, is the stuff from which dreams are 

formed.   

 

Look beneath the surface of  legends:  

at fabled girls described as   

 for   

,   

.   girls, 

sweet and secure, ,  

crystallizing visions, orchestrated by beauty valves, that 

 female 

 Vitellius   

and  .  Abandoned houses surface for 

delicate  hermits to inhabit; a maiden may survive now, 

hiding, wearing nothing but a shell .  But  

 Vitellius, abducting , 



wound inside   urgency,  die, pared down to 

a  grasp.   

Shall I leave this shell alone or deform it further? 

  muscles that 

  compelled   

predators. ,  

  the finger that dreams as it strokes, 

sustain unshapely  whose limbs can be lopped and regrow 

 as if they were devils.  Beauty 

 an apocryphal assumption.  And thus 

comes my wish to pry open happy change.  Unburden me, 

, of Vitellius. 
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